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Ostad Elahi s realizing the Spirit offers a concise and remarkably illuminating philosophic
account of our detailed position within the universe: of the artistic expressions of the divine Spirit
all through nature, and of the method of the soul s deepening perfection via the entire
demanding situations and classes of our life during this global and beyond. This revealing
publication attracts jointly in one imaginative and prescient Knowing the Spirit these symbolic
teachings and non secular insights widespread to many Western readers this present day
throughout the classical mystical poetry of Rumi, Hafez, and Attar. The historic context and
language Knowing the Spirit of this learn are marked through the confluence of classical Islamic
philosophy and spirituality, together with Sufi thought, and their scriptural sources. yet Knowing
the Spirit Elahi s idea integrates these Knowing the Spirit impacts and marks them with the
magisterial imprint of his personal profound religious event and attribute simplicity, openness,
and directness of expression. This quantity bargains a unique masterpiece of contemporary
religious thought, establishing up primary human Knowing the Spirit views and percentages too
usually clouded via the distractions of present events. The emphatic universality of either the
topic and presentation of realizing the Spirit issues the right way to unsuspected bridges among
diverse civilizations and non secular traditions, certainly to the Knowing the Spirit possibility of
an inclusive technology of spirituality in line with the typical flooring of every individual s religious
existence and experience."
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